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Xiamen's industry economy, 85% above concentrate in the industrial 
district, Therefore the industry zone is very important to the Xiamen 
economy. But because domestic industrial district (development zone) 
massively seizes and occupies land, creates the resources waste, and the 
peasant massively loses land cause the initiation society's question, the 
country carried on the cleaning up to the development zone in 2002. "Try to 
stop the development zone occupying the land". This reorganizes focused on 
“reducing” and “cleaning up”. According to the local economy development 
conditions how to develop and manage the good development zone, 
promoting the local industry economy health and may continue to develop 
has not involved. Therefore, union work practice, passes Baud’s “the 
diamond system theory” and the “industrial cluster” theory looks Xiamen the 
industry garden area development and the construction. Through knows the 
real situation to the Xiamen industry garden area construction situation, 
industrial zone’s industry layout condition and industrial cluster development 
situation investigation, Analyzes question and its reason which in the Xiamen 
industry garden area development exists, hope in these investigations 
foundations, can give Xiamen the industry garden area development gives 
some comments and the suggestion. The industrial cluster is the key of 
promoting the Xiamen city competitive ability, but the industry garden area is 
the strategic choice to speed up the industrial cluster. Therefore, cultivating 
the region characteristic industry and developing specialization industry 
garden area is the key of enhancing the Xiamen industry and even the city 














industry garden area and construct the characteristic the industry  garden 
area, in the industrial choice, cannot rigidly adhere to " the high new  
technical industry ";  secondly, Xiamen must save with intensive use 
resources,  improvement common resources use efficiency and quality;  
lastly, Xiamen must stress industry garden area management and service, 
improvement industry cluster development whole economical environment. 
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第一节  研究背景 














                                                 










































































布局和结构，高水平发展工业区，确保 2011 年实现国内生产总值比 2000
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第二节  主要流派 
一、主要研究学派 
经济地理学始于 20 世纪韦伯的工业区位论，上世纪 60、70 年代，
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